Data Sheet: DINT.R1.EN

Wireless

Dynamometers

Weight measurement on LIFTING equipment.

D200-WIMOD
from 20t to 100t

T20-WIMOD
from 5t to 20t

GR5-WIMOD
from 500kg to 9.5t

The Wireless digital crane scales are proposed as tools for a completely independent measurement of weight, to be
applied directly on lifting equipment such as cranes, hoists, etc.
Their flexibility combined with an high transmission distance measurement (over 100m) make these tools widely
used in various industrial activities where is needed to check the weights of machineries, equipments, containers,
industrial components, artifacts, etc.
The dynamometer consists of a load cell made entirely of stainless steel
type GR5, T20 or D200 coupled to a WIMOD transmitter powered by an
internal rechargeable battery which ensures high battery life of 1000 hours
without recharge.
Load cells can cover a large measuring range, starting from 500kg to 100t
with accuracy within 0.05% of full scale.
The GR5 model is equipped with appropriate crickets for direct mounting on
the hooks of the lifting tools, while for T20 and D200 models crickets are
managed on demand.
The WISTAR is an handheld professional indicator that can be used to read
the measurements transmitted.
The indicator is equipped with rechargeable battery that allows to view the
SINGLE WEIGHT of 1, 2, 3, 4 dynamometers on real time (coming by
different models and capacities), and to display the TOTAL weight (the sum
of 2, 3 or 4 dynamometers).
In addition to the traditional functions of ZERO, HOLD, PEAK, the
measurements can be stored (by pressing the REC button) in the Data
logger internal memory.
Once the measuring activity is finished it is possible to download all items
stored on the PC with the recording date and time.
The instrument is provided with an aluminum case and an USB port to be
easily connected to PC.
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Application fields:

Lifting system composed by 3 dynamometers

Lifting system composed by 4 dynamometers

Lifting system composed by 4 dynamometers, used
to verify the load distribution on floating stages or structures on real time basis.
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TECHNICAL DATA:
TYPE
NOMINAL LOAD
RESOLUTION
ACCURACY CLASS
LOAD LIMIT
COEFFICIENT OF SECURITY

GR5 - WIMOD
500kg
0.1kg

1t
0.2kg

TYPE
NOMINAL LOAD
RESOLUTION
ACCURACY CLASS
LOAD LIMIT
COEFFICIENT OF SECURITY

WORKING TEMPERATURE
READINGS PER SECOND
WIMOD case execution
DYNAMOMETER case execution
Max DISTANCE
WIMOD PROTECTION CLASS

9.5t
1 kg

T20 - WIMOD
5t
1kg

7.5t
1kg

20t
2kg

30t
2kg

TYPE
NOMINAL LOAD
RESOLUTION
ACCURACY CLASS
LOAD LIMIT
COEFFICIENT OF SECURITY

3t
6.5t
0.5kg
1kg
≤±0.05% F.S.
150% F.S.
>5

10t
15t
2kg
2kg
≤±0.05% F.S.
150% F.S.
>3

20t
2kg

D200 - WIMOD
50t
75t
5kg
5kg
≤±0.10% F.S.
150% F.S.
>3

100t
10kg

-10/+50 °C
programmable from 1 to 10
Aluminum
Stainless Steel
over 100 m (in free area)
(EN 60529) IP65

In case of an EXTERNAL APPLICATIONS, where
is needed an IP67 protection or even higher, it
is recommended to use the standard load cell
with a direct cable output (IP67 or IP68) and
then to mount a WIMOD transmitter inside an
hermetic box IP67.
This box MUST be plastic made,
to doesn’t affect the Wireless
transmission.
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